ASIC applications, such as multimedia processing, require shorter time-to-market and lower cost of Non Recurring Engineering (NRE). Also, with the IC manufacturing technology developing continually, from transistor level to logic gate level, the size of design cells in digital circuits is increasing correspondingly. New design methodology is in urgent need to meet the requirement for the developing processing technology and shorter time-to-market in IC industry. This paper proposed the concepts and principles of operator design methodology, then focused on the entropy coding application based on the operators and finally presented the implementation results. The results show that with the proposed methodology, a comparable hardware performance can be obtained against the traditional standard cell based design flow. Furthermore, the design speed can be improved efficiently.
INTRODUCTION
The processing technology of IC (integrated circuit) has been increasingly improved according to the Moore's Law, and the average annual growth rate can approach 58%, but the annual growth rate of design efficiency is about 20%~21% [1] . The efficiency of IC design is seriously lagging behind the progress of manufacturing process. On the other hand, Non-Recurring-Engineering (NRE) and time-to-market have taken a more important role on IC design, and the traditional IC design, taking unbearable time with engineers' personal intelligence and unique understanding, is difficult to satisfy this requirement.
Aiming at speeding up the IC design, novel methodologies are proposed constantly by worldwide researchers. One of the most significant technologies is High-Level Synthesis (HLS), which can speed up IC design largely based on target cells with various granularities. In this area, there are several commercial tools delivered in the last few decades. These tools cover several market segments from the traditional behavioral synthesis [2] (e.g. Mentor's Catapult, Forte, Synfora, etc) to new applications such as FPGA-based coprocessor design [3] (e.g. Impulse CoDeveloper or Altera's C2H) and synthesis of DSP algorithms (e.g. Mathworks's MATLAB). However, HLS has not been widely accepted in the engineering practice, which is primarily due to the quality loss against artificial designs and the various limits on using HLS [4] .
The Key Lab of Integrated Microsystem Science & Engineering Applications of Peking University and the Shenzhen Graduate School have been conducting a continuous research in the methodology of operator based design, and has proposed structure of reconfigurable operators [5] , and a novel design methodology flow [6] . In this paper, the structure of operators is mostly changed and the methodology flow is improved. The operator size supports not only operations such as addition, subtraction, multiplication and division, but also the completion of a certain operation, such as FFT butterfly operation, |a-b|, complex operation, cordic operations and other operations, which provide a good improvement to the traditional standard cell based design methodology. Meanwhile, the mapping method that converts algorithm described by high-level language (such as C programming language) to the structure of operators based design is presented.
To verify the practicability of operator design methodology, entropy coding for H.264/AVC video encoder is implemented, which is widely used in multimedia applications. The results can fully prove that the proposed methodology has advantage of accelerating IC design and has comparable performance with other IC designs.
II. PRINCIPLE OF OPERATOR DESIGN METHODOLOGY
The most important problem that an operator methodology will solve is how to shorten the time-tomarket in a quickly changeable environment and obtain comparable performance with traditional IC methods. There are two main factors that influence the design speed. Firstly, custom standard cells are too fine-grained and coarse-grained design cells are in need, just like building a skyscraper only by bricks. In contrast, slab of stone and an existing and complete set of components can do great help to this work. Secondly, IC design engineer used to spend too much time on understanding the algorithms that was to be implemented, and translating them into RTL description manually. Hence, operator methodology will define a special cell named operator and develop a set of auto translate mechanism. Design engineers only need to have a rough understanding of the algorithm and do some timing analysis and annotating, and then mapping and optimization work will be done by compiler and optimizer automatically or by engineers more easily. A. Completeness of Operator Methodology [7] Four types of operator are proposed: Controlling Operator, Algebra Operator, Storage Operator and Link Operator. Integrated circuits are composed of a set of controlling logic units and processing logic units. The former is used to deliver configure instruction, and the later which is composed of algebra operator, storage operator and link operator executes the task according the instruction settled. The controlling operators give configurable instructions to the algebra operators for processing tasks. Algebra operator performs an operation on the input data. Storage operator performs data storage and readout. Link operator performs as data input and output paths of the channel selection. The circuit based on operator is any one of or any combination of algebra operator, storage operator, link operator and even controlling operator. The four categories of operators are complete and they can achieve any form of IC circuit design.
B. Structure of Operator
Algebra operator is composed of operation configuration register and algebra logic operation cell. The operation configuration register receives and stores the operation configuration dictates from the controlling operator. The algebra logic function of algebra operator consists of but is not limited by basic arithmetic and logic operation (such as addition, minus, multiply, divide, accumulation addition, bit shift, comparison, fetching high, fetching low and so on). The reconfiguration function of algebra operator also includes algebra proper operation (such as fetching absolute value after dividing, average, filter operation for proper coefficient and so on). As a example, ADDS operator can carry out the operation of addition and bit shift according to different configuration information. The structure is shown in Figure 1 . It can accelerate greatly the executable capability of video compression arithmetic. Algebra operator deals with the input data directly and gives the output result. Storage operator includes storage configuration register and a storage cell. It can configure the readin and/or read-out of the storage operator memorizer (various storage mediums: register, MEM such as RAM and so on) and the working mode of the address generator which the storage corresponds to by the configuration register. According to the address generated by the address generator, MU stores directly the input data in scheduled location, and outputs the data in need from the storage location. The general structure of storage operator is shown in Figure 2 . Link operator includes a router configuration register and a router selection cell. The links between input data and output data can be setup by the configuration register. Link operator contains a set of data registers and switches. Data registers are used to store temporary input and output data of algebra operators and storage operators. Link operator are controlled by controlling operator, to setup links between different operators. Its general structure is shown in Figure 3 . Controlling operator is used to deliver configuration information to relevant configuration registers, choose certain functions of algebra operators, storage operators or link operators, in order to implement the corresponding algorithm. There are three type of CU, including counter, FSM(finite state machine) and microinstructions. Figure 4 illustrates the structure of FSM controlling operator. 
C. Operator Methodology Process
A regular process based on operator methodology are proposed to conduct IC design, as shown in Figure 5 . Compared with the similar flow which is proposed in [6] , this process is more efficient. The key steps are illustrated as follows. Step 1: Algorithm analysis. In this step, a sort of computer language, such as C programming language, is the input of the design flow. The task of this step is to analyze each segment of the high level language to obtain the information of input and output variables, functional calling relationship, and that of the subfunctions recursively.
Key
Step 2: Generating operator structure graph. The task of this step is unfolding the whole algorithm into parallel hardware structure based on special operator design library, without considering any performance and advanced architecture like pipeline. The control and data flow graph (CDFG), which can illustrate the data dependences and hazards, is a helpful pattern to generate the operator structure graph. Key
Step 3: Aggregation and timing-marked. The task of this step is extracting timing information from data dependency and application requirement, as well as the constraint of the technology and frequency in operator design library. After that the timing information is drew into space-timing diagram.
Step 4: Verification and optimization. An autooptimization program will be employed to finish the step, from timing-modified space-timing diagram to the operator circuit and instruction code if necessary.
III. PRINCIPLE OF H.264 ENTROPY

A. Introduction to H.264
The Moving Picture Experts Group and the Video Coding Experts Group (MPEG and VCEG) have developed a new standard that promises to outperform the earlier MPEG-4 and H.263 standards, providing better compression of video images. The new standard is entitled Advanced Video Coding (AVC) and is published jointly as Part 10 of MPEG-4 and ITU-T Recommendation H.264 [8] . With the wide breadth of applications considered by the two organizations, the application focus for the work was correspondingly broad -from video conferencing to entertainment (broadcasting over cable, satellite, terrestrial, cable modem, DSL etc.; storage on DVDs and hard disks; video on demand etc.) to streaming video, surveillance and military applications, and digital cinema [9] . Hence, it is meaningful to implement H.264 by the proposed design methodology.
In practice, a compliant H.264 encoder is likely to include the functional elements shown in Figure 6 . The encoder includes two dataflow paths, a forward path (left to right) and a reconstruction path (right to left). With the exception of the deblocking filter, most of the basic functional elements (prediction, transform, quantization, entropy encoding) are present in previous standards (MPEG-1, MPEG-2, MPEG-4, H.261, H.263) but the important changes in H.264 occur in the details of each functional block. [10] In H.264 video coding, one of the most functional elements is entropy coding, which is used to transform the range of the elements of video sequences into a symbol that is stored or transmitted as the compressed bit stream. 
B. Introduction to Entropy Coding
In H.264/AVC, there are two entropy coding modes. One is the context-based adaptive binary arithmetic coding (CABAC), which can be used to code all syntax elements in H.264/AVC. The other mode consists of two entropy coding tools: context-based adaptive variable length coding (CAVLC) and universal variable length coding (UVLC). Unlike CABAC, CAVLC is only used to encode quantized transformed coefficients (QTCs) while UVLC is adopted to encode header data, such as motion vectors (MVs), macro-block (MB) types, intra prediction type, and other flags. [11] IV. H.264 ENTROPY ENCODER DESIGN BASED ON OPERATOR METHODOLOGY Based on the theory of operator methodology, this paper has completed the implementation of IC hardware of H.264 entropy coding. The relationship between each function under the slice layer is shown in Figure 7 In X264 code for entropy coding, we use the function bs_write_ue as an example to illustrate operator design process.
Bs_write_ue complete the unsigned Index of Columbus coding. Val is a parameter to be encoded, it is written to the structure bs_t from higher bits to low ones. Table I is generated by parsing the function, which displays the relationship between signals of inputs and outputs for the function bs_write_ue. The operator function block of bs_write_ue can be generated according to X264 description after optimization on control and data flow graph, as shown in Figure 8 . The operator block is the combination of the algebra operators, which is shown in three-dimensional block, storage operators, which is shown in rectangle, and link operators to link the operators together. After the generation of CDFG, the next step is mapping the CDFG to the operator structure graph based on operator design library. The bs_write_ue function mainly uses algebra operators to achieve the structure, including ALU, shift-sub, sub-shift, and the corresponding operator structure are described as follows:
ALU algebra operator completes the irregular operations so that this sort of algebra operator is configurable and universal. Whereas, ALU algebra operator takes more resources, such as area, power, performance and so on. Hence, the scheduler will map the algorithm on to ALU only if necessary. The function and configuration coding is shown in Table II . Figure 9 illustrates the structure of SUBS algebra operator, which is used to implement functions of subtraction and shift operations. Algebra operators are configurable and can be configured for a variety of algebra functions through the special kind of operator configuration bits, in which the control bits are used to choose a certain kind of calculation, that is, algebra operators are composed of arithmetic unit, logic unit and the configuration register, which is configured to receive and store operational instructions. According to the needs of different applications, it can carry out the algebra operators by controlling the configuration bit to achieve different functions. As shown in Figure 11 , for UVLC, the syntax parameters, values from the data bus, are firstly registered in the cache, and then parsed for UVLC coding. The syntax analysis includes the calculation of the type of the macroblock and the selection of coding mode. For CAVLC, the coding objection is a 4 × 4 sub-block registered in the cache in certain format at first, and then parsed for CAVLC coding. The analysis mainly refers to a residual sub 4 × 4 block by scanning data to extract the information between them (including the non-zero factor, tailing factor, non-zero coefficients, the total zeros before the last non-zero coefficient, and the number of zeros before each non-zero coefficient) for encoding. Finally, the two parts of bit stream are stitched and exported. There are many operations such as shift-add, add-shift, which are suitable for the unit of operator in the entropy coding algorithm. For hardware sharing of entropy encoding , which consists of a series of operator function blocks, mainly including the Index of Columbus coding, Context-adaptive variable-length coding function block and the bit stream stitching function block, these are used repeatedly to complete the entropy coding function [14] .
Operators can construct different blocks with the internal basic structures to implement different functions, these operators function blocks are regular and flexible. Columbus index encoding has two blocks: a signed Columbus index encoding function block and unsigned; for context adaptive variable length coding(CAVLC) block, there are three types: residual coefficients encoded as sub-block 16, 15 and 4. For Stream stitching, there is just one splicing block to complete the task of stream combination.
In the entropy encoder, the function x264_macroblock_write_cavlc complete macroblocklevel coding. The C program is as follows:
The final operator structure is shown in Figure 12 and the core function is x264_macroblock_write_cavlc, which complete slice-level coding, including the coding of the macroblock header and macroblock residual coefficients. The function of bs_write_ue has been illuminated as an example above. For macroblock type of P-SKIP, the number of the macroblock is recorded, and the i-skip counter will plus one, after which the macroblock coding is over. If it is not P-SKIP macroblockbut non-I frame in the next prediction, the value i-skip recorded in the counter will be encoded by Columbus index coding, and then i-skip register will be cleared, and then carry out the UVLC and CAVLC coding. The logic cells constitute the function block of the operator.
The operators used in entropy encoder consist of algebra operators, storage operators, link operators and controlling operators. The result shows that the implementation by operators is regular and clear.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed hardware architecture was implemented with Verilog-HDL and the functionality of the design was testified correct with RTL simulations using Mentor Graphic ModelSim SE 6.0 by comparing the results with that of the X264 model. Meanwhile, the design was mapping onto a Xilinx Virtex6 XC6VLX240T for FPGA prototyping with a frequency of 88.7MHz and it costs 8879 LUTs as shown in Table III , which also proved the correctness of the design. The design was finally synthesized with SMIC 0.13um CMOS technology with a clock frequency of 167MHz (6ns). Table IV demonstrates the comparison between the proposed design and several other designs in terms of hardware resources and working frequency. According to Table IV, the proposed design can handle a real-time application of 720P at 60frames/sec with relatively less resource. The performance of HD1080 30fps, mentioned in [8] , is the same with that in this paper, which are both superior to that in [9] and [10] ; however, it only implemented the CAVLC part of entropy coding. This paper has implemented the combination of CAVLC, UVLC and bit stream stitching MUX, among which CAVLC occupies 40 percents of the whole design. The number of gates in [8] should be revised to 32785, which is comparable with that in this paper, and also the proposed design can work at a higher frequency, which both explicates the superiority in performance of the proposed design architecture and methodology based on operators. For the proposed CAVLC entropy coder, a set of operator function blocks can be reconfigured for different numbers of residual coefficients for the sub 4 × 4 block coding, with which not only can the proposed design save the hardware resource, but also can it improve the regularity, flexibility and efficiency of the encoder.
As can be seen from operators. The proposed operators can be applied to other multimedia applications and will be added to our HPVOL (High performance video operator library). Figure 14 shows the comparison between one of the original frame from a 1080P@30fps video sequence and the corresponding decoded frame of the same video sequence encoded by the proposed entropy coder. The implementation of the proposed design has been accomplished with only 1.5 man-months, which includes C program synthesis, operator structure design and netlist design but not function verification. It shows that the procedure of design has been largely accelerated.
VII. CONCLUSION Novel design methodology based on operators is proposed and the implementation of H.264 entropy coding with the operator-based design methodology proves the practicability and efficiency of the methodology. The analysis results show that the performance of the implementation is comparable to other ASIC designs based on standard cells. Also, the operator structure is integral and flexible for further modification and optimization. More importantly, the implementation has been accomplished with only 1.5 man-months, which means that the procedure of design has been largely accelerated in the overall flow. The proposed operatorbased design methodology can provide a good approach for the need of rapid design in integrated circuits, as well as obtaining suitable hardware performance. Further works should be done for the platform-based verification of the proposed design methodology in the future.
